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A JUMP in t he number of small-fleet
firms boosts the size of the Greek
shipowning world over the last year.

A JUMP in t he number of small fleets
has boosted the size of the Greek
shipowning world over the last year
as newcomers ent er and ex-owners
return to the industry amid booming
markets, according t o a new study of
Greek shipping by Athens -based
consultancy Petrofin Research. The
number of Greek -owned and Greekbased shipping companies rose by 32
to 725 during the period under review,
Upward trend: Greek shipowning firms on the rise
firmly reversing t he overall downward
trend witnessed since 1998. That year
Related articles
926 companies were identif ied compared to a low of 690 outf its in
Posidonia promises perfect mix of
2005 and 693 last year. The rise in the number of Greek shipping
business and banter
companies " shows that despite a worldwide consolidation t rend,
Greek owners start to regroup
MSC charters ex-CMA CGM newbuild the temptation of shipping is t oo much f or ex-owners or liquid
business people to st ay out of this extraordinary market," the
in snub to rival
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study commented. For t he first time in three years, the number of
Bunker Market Report Compiled for
small owners operating just one or two vessels – a category that
Lloyd’s List by Cockett Marine Oil Ltd
accounted for more than half of Greek shipping concerns 10 years
Posidonia 2010: the party starts here
ago – rose to 307 f rom 288 in both 2006 and 2005. Comparatively
modest f leets continue to dominate wit h just over 42% of Greek
shipping companies operating as many as two ships while 23% of companies have f leets of up to four
vessels. Outfits in this last category have risen t o 165 today from 146 in 2006. Petrofin noted t h t many
small owners have returned to shipping after leaving t he industry from 2003 onwards when they took
advantage of high prices t o sell their vessels. By con st, t he number of middle category size companies
has fallen with owners of five to eight vessels accounting for about 17% of all Greek shipping compani s,
the same level as in 2002, and nine to 15 vessel companies corresponding to 8.7% of all shipping concerns,
slightly down from 9.2% last year. " An explanation for
relative diminution of the middle size cat egories
may be due to the sale of some of their vessels due to the very high prevailing vessel prices," Petrof in
commented. A t the top end of the size scale, the number of companies operating fleet s of 25 ships or more
rose by one to 29, but is still short of the 10-year high of 31 such companies in 2004. These owners account
for about 4% of all Greek shipping companies. Companies wit h bet ween 16 and 24 ships increased to 35
from 30 last year, just of f the 10-year high of 36 in both 2006 and 2005. These outfit s correspond to almost
5% of Greek shipping concerns. As well as getting youn r overall, ships in the Greek fleet are also gett ing
bigger with t he average dwt rising to 70,828 tons per ship from 68,380 in 2006. Ve els of over 10,000 dwt
represent 98% of the total Greek tonnage of around 208m dwt, the st udy f ound. According to the Ted
Pet ropoulos -headed company, " the quality revolution of Greek shipping continues to show in figures." " As
the Greek f leet grows in capacity and involves younger vessels, the overall capital utilised by Greek
shipping is growing to unprecedented figures underlying the rising conf idence and commitment by Greek
owners t o investing in younger, larger and more competitive vessels/fleets."
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